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Support JPEG files. Brightness: Adjusts the brightness level of your image. Contrast: Reduces the contrast level
of your image. Gamma: Adjusts the gamma level of your image. Color: Adjusts the amount of color in your
image. Hue: Adjusts the color temperature of your image. Lightness: Adjusts the lightness of your image.
Saturation: Adjusts the saturation of your image. Auto-mask: Mask the edges of your image to reveal details and
focus areas. Sharpen: Sharpens your image. Noise Reduction: Removes noise from your image. Blur: Softens
your image. Minimal & Maximal Effects: Adjusts the minimal and maximal intensities of the image. Threshold:
Removes and blurs the background in your image. Positional Effects: Modifies the intensity of your image
around selected points. Equalize: Equalizes the intensity of the image. Vignette: Adds a dark bluish shadow
around the borders of your image. Emboss: Creates a glossy effect to your image. Diffuse: Creates a diffused
look to your image. Filter Mode: Selects the applied filter mode (Flat, Mosaic or Distort). Position: Lets you select
where you want the effect to be applied. Perspective: Modifies the perspective of your image. Rotation: Modifies
the rotation of your image. Skew: Skews the rotation of your image. Twirl: Rotates the skew to the left and right.
Perspective correction: Crop the image to remove unwanted border. Horizontal flip: Flips the image vertically.
Vertical flip: Flips the image horizontally. Rotation: Rotates the image clockwise 90, 180 and 360 degrees.
Perspective correction: Crop the image to remove unwanted border. Flip the image horizontally: Flips the image
vertically. Flip the image vertically: Flips the image horizontally. Rotate the image 90 degrees clockwise:
Rotates the image to the left. Rotate the image 180 degrees: Rotates the image to the right. Rotate the image
360 degrees clockwise
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* Simply tap on the Image to enhance and save the result * Batch enhance by selecting multiple images. * Take
images from the SD card or from the memory card through the Picture/Video mode * Adjust parameters to
increase the photo quality. * Easy-to-use and fast. * Real-time enhancement. * More than 6 categories of
enhancement * Shake if you need a special effect like blur, impression, mosaic, scrawl, emboss, posterize,
wave, burn, warp * Mouse Support * Fully optimized for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad * Fast, Friendly and Easy to
use. * High quality of photos converted into realistic and visualized. * Fast * Interactive * Easy * Fully optimized
* High Quality * Compatibility * Real-time enhancement * Batch enhancement * Shake if needed * High
resolution conversion * Fast * Helpful * Fully optimized * Powerful * Clean interface * High Quality * Automatic
save * Image Support What's New: 1. Feature Enhance This version adds the following new features: ~~~ -
Feature Enhance 1.1 Shake Effect 1.2 Shake Effect 1.3 Shake Effect 1.4 Shake Effect 1.5 Shake Effect 1.6 Shake
Effect 1.7 Shake Effect 1.8 Shake Effect 1.9 Shake Effect 1.10 Shake Effect 1.11 Shake Effect 1.12 Shake Effect
1.13 Shake Effect 1.14 Shake Effect 1.15 Shake Effect 1.16 Shake Effect 1.17 Shake Effect 1.18 Shake Effect
1.19 Shake Effect 1.20 Shake Effect 1.21 Shake Effect 1.22 Shake Effect 1.23 Shake Effect 1.24 Shake Effect
1.25 Shake Effect 1.26 Shake Effect 1.27 Shake Effect 1.28 Shake Effect 1.29 Shake Effect 1.30 Shake Effect
1.31 Shake Effect 1.32 Shake Effect 1.33 Shake Effect 1.34 Shake Effect 1.35 Shake Effect 1.36 Shake Effect
1.37 Shake Effect 1.38 Shake Effect 1.39 Shake Effect 1.40 Shake Effect 1.41 Shake Effect 1.42 Shake Effect
1.43 Shake Effect 1.44 Shake Effect 1.45 Shake Effect 1 b7e8fdf5c8
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A4 Photo Enhancer is a fast and easy to use real-time image enhancing application. This small tool will
transform your ordinary, flat looking pictures into detailed and beautiful images. It improves the quality of your
photos in a number of ways: adjusting brightness, contrast, gamma, hue, lightness, saturation, red-green-blue,
desaturating, intensity, inverting, equalization, threshold, posterize on demand; applying sharpen effect, blur
effect, minimal and maximal effect, positional filters effect, noise effect, diffuse effect, embossing effect, relief
effect, texturize effect, mosaic effect, halftones effect; performing autocrop transformation, flip vertical and flip
horizontal transformation, rotation transformation, perspective transformation, skew transformation, twirl
transformation and more. The following image formats are supported:  · BMP (standard Windows Bitmap file
format) · JPEG (Joint Photographic Expert Group file format)  · GIF (Graphics Interchange file Format)  · PNG
(Portable Network Graphics file format) · ICO (standard Windows Icon file format) · CUR (standard Windows
Cursor file format) · ANI (standard Windows Animated cursor file format)  · WMF (standard Windows Metafile
format)  · EMF (Enhanced Windows Metafile format) · TIFF (Tagged-Image File Format)  · PCX (ZSoft Paintbrush
File Format)  · TGA (Truevision Targa File Format)  · RAS (Sun Raster Image File Format)  · J2K (Jpeg 2000 File
Format) A4 Photo Enhancer Review: A4 Photo Enhancer Overview A4 Photo Enhancer Editor The A4 Photo
Enhancer Editor is a software which is designed to turn your ordinary or low-quality photos into highly detailed
and beautiful photos in no time. The image processing methods implemented by the A4 Photo Enhancer Editor
contain many different effects, such as brightness, contrast, hue, lightness, saturation, RGB, desaturation,
inverting, equalization, threshold, posterize on demand, minimal, maximal and so on. Further image processing
methods include minimal blur, maximal blur, noise reduction, sharpening, and blurring, as well as zoom, crop,
tilt, rotate, resize, perspective, resize, hemi-transformation (horizontal and vertical), scale, black and white, gr

What's New in the A4 Photo Enhancer?

A4 Photo Enhancer is a fast and easy to use real-time image enhancing application. This small tool will
transform your ordinary, flat looking pictures into detailed and beautiful images. It improves the quality of your
photos in a number of ways: adjusting brightness, contrast, gamma, hue, lightness, saturation, red-green-blue,
desaturating, intensity, inverting, equalization, threshold, posterize on demand; applying sharpen effect, blur
effect, minimal and maximal effect, positional filters effect, noise effect, diffuse effect, embossing effect, relief
effect, texturize effect, mosaic effect, halftones effect; performing autocrop transformation, flip vertical and flip
horizontal transformation, rotation transformation, perspective transformation, skew transformation, twirl
transformation and more. A4 Photo Enhancer Main Features: - quality enhancement - real-time image
transformation - window size adjust - shortcut keys for operations - features selected by default are included in
the window. * print on demand: - automatically crop the dimensions you set - auto-size image to fit the print
size - print in landscape or portrait format automatically - include/exclude the white border - export to separate
files - print in different paper sizes * editing tools: - resize - lightness, saturation, hue, contrast and brightness
editing tools - save edits to file - save file to disk - jump to a defined position in image - jump to a defined
position in image, save selected area in separate file - bitmap to vector: - manually select color or target objects
- save selection to file - save selection to file, select color or target objects - combine selection and shape
operations - combine selected area to separate layer - resize to target image size - save selection and transform
parameters to file - save selection and transform parameters to file - image size: - standard: size of the image
(in pixels) - target size: size to which the image will be transformed after the operation * enhancements: -
change brightness, contrast, gamma, hue, lightness, saturation, red-green-blue, desaturating, intensity,
inverting, equalization, threshold, posterize, blur, sharpen, minimal and maximal effect, positional filters effect,
noise effect, diffuse effect, embossing effect, relief effect, texturize effect, mosaic effect, halftones effect -
perform aut
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System Requirements:

Operating System: Windows 7 64bit. Windows 8 64bit. Windows 10 64bit Minimum System Requirements: CPU:
Intel Celeron or equivalent RAM: 1 GB HDD: 300 GB free space Free disk space: 300 GB Video: OpenGL 3.3,
WDDM 1.2 or later Required Video Card Specifications: Intel HD Graphics, AMD HD Graphics Microsoft DirectX 11
graphics card with support for Pixel Shader 2.0, Pixel Sh
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